
 

The second release of the project anonymity tool, Anonymous Doser 2.0 has just been released. It's an alternative to using Tor
or blocked websites that can be used by anyone trying to avoid surveillance while consuming illicit drugs. Anonymous Doser 2.
0 is a grassroots software development project built by people who use drugs. It is an anonymous peer-to-peer instant messaging
application that uses the BitTorrent protocol to synchronize encrypted communications between users. Anonymous Doser 2.0 is
not about enabling drug dealing or encouraging others to use illicit substances, it's about protecting the privacy and security of
our communications and devices, and ensuring we can still instant message our friends when we're tripping on psychedelics. So
how does it work? Once you've set up your client using these instructions, simply join an existing conversation or create one
yourself using the information provided below: http://abmydprjktqiqtav. onion It is still an early beta release and there are bugs,
but the tool is functional and we will be working on it after we kick off with getting it up and running. We will be adding more
features and services as they become available. Please feel free to donate using Bitcoin or Litecoin:
18VXGq5XDJmq4kKWyWH3BQwC5dvgEbD1gf

All donations go to improving the technology, maintaining the servers and creating new services such as anonymous email
(already in the works), anonymous voice over IP, etc. Anonymous Doser 2.0 is a grassroots software development project built
by people who use drugs. It is an anonymous peer-to-peer instant messaging application that uses the BitTorrent protocol to
synchronize encrypted communications between users. Anonymous Doser 2.0 is not about enabling drug dealing or encouraging
others to use illicit substances, it's about protecting the privacy and security of our communications and devices, and ensuring
we can still instant message our friends when we're tripping on psychedelics. So how does it work? Once you've set up your
client using these instructions, simply join an existing conversation or create one yourself using the information provided below:
http://abmydprjktqiqtav. onion It is still an early beta release and there are bugs, but the tool is functional and we will be
working on it after we kick off with getting it up and running. We will be adding more features and services as they become
available. Please feel free to donate using Bitcoin or Litecoin: 18VXGq5XDJmq4kKWyWH3BQwC5dvgEbD1gf

All donations go to improving the technology, maintaining the servers and creating new services such as anonymous email
(already in the works), anonymous voice over IP, etc. Anonymous Doser 2.0 is a grassroots software development project built
by people who use drugs.
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